LOCATION MAP OF CORRELATION DIAGRAMS A-A', B-B', C-C', D-D', AND E-E'

STRUCTURE—CONTOUR MAP OF TOP OF MINTER ZONE, GARRISON AREA, MCLEAN COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA

SCALE 1:100,000

EXPLANATION

- Outcrop — Shown where area, approximately located, area includes
- Location of survey line

- Structure — Contour map of top of Minter Zone, Garrison Area, MeLean County, North Dakota

Correlation—Diagram Traces — For correlation diagrams, see page 6 of this report.

Partial Crossing Line — Path of zone removed by glacial

Depth of Surficial Layer

Structure — Contour map of top of Minter Zone, Garrison Area, MeLean County, North Dakota

All measurements in feet to convert to meters, multiply by 0.3048.